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Dear Fintan, 

Many thanks for raising the Norwegian approval issues with Mr Hololei yesterday, much 
appreciated and critical that we all keep full pressure on for EU to maintain pressure on US 
for full adherence with the EU I US Air Transport Agreement. 

Full preparations are underway for the Commercial launch of Norwegian's Barcelona - Cork 
and Cork- Boston flights following the announcement from Bjorn Kjos which followed his 
letter to Minister Donohue confirming the new service which starts next May. 

There has been an unprecedented level of local positive reaction and the service is being 
strongly supported by the Cork Chamber of Commerce, the American Chamber of 
Commerce and the the very prominent local business leaders as well as local media and 
community groups. All of the above as well as ourselves are keen for all approvals to be 
completed so that the flights can be put on sale and commence on time. 

We understand from the I.A.A. that they are at the final stages of completing the approvals 
for the Operation and they do not anticipate any problem in their areas. 

Norwegian as an Irish carrier, flying a point to point route with an EU Crew are not 
anticipating any delays and therefore it is the strong, considered view of both myself and 
Eamonn Brennan of the I.A.A. that it would be very helpful, and appropriate for a letter 
from yourself or the Minister, addressed to Secretary Fox, supporting the application and 
querying the length of time for the approvals copied to Mr Hololei in the EC. Given the 
announcement of a specific point to point route from Cork this in no way either cuts across 
nor undermines any broader efforts to conclude matters. 
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Additionally Norwegian's recent purchase of another 29 Boeing 787-900s shows their solid 
commitment to both the American economy and a huge opportunity for Ireland which we 
must make sure we actively support and leverage in a very visible way, particularly as 
London Gatwick is making hay while delays continue and I would note my own personal 
concern at the transfer of some key Norwegian managers to be based in Gatwick (who has 
been positioned in Dublin in anticipation of the approvals). 
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